
There is a heightened and sustained sense of intuition running through this 
recording whose sonic palette is so wide it captures - through soundscaping, 
invocation, lament, impressionistic vocal weaving - not only the transient and 
hybridised nature of life in Johannesburg, but also the heaviness of the air at the 
time of its recording. More ambient, controlled swirl of rhythm and experimental 
mixing than incessant groove, the album is an outpouring of a range of expressions 
that exist between the supposed binaries of indigenous forms of music and the 
electronic experimentation Johannesburg is known globally for. Between Gontse 
Makhene (percussion) and Ariel Zamonsky (upright bass) on the bottom end of 
the scale and Joao Orecchia (electronics) and Waldo Alexander (eclectic violin & 
FX) on the nebulous end of it, vocalists Nosisi Ngakane and Siya Makuzeni (who 
also plays trombone) marshal a vocal experiment that is as tense as it is playful. 

There is an intelligence to the vocal sculpting that gives structure and coherence 
to the music, creating a sonic monolith that honours various aspects of South 
African life, including divination, burial rites, as well as the precariousness of a 
simple trip to the cornerstone. 

At times opaque, and at others direct, SPAZA is always unyielding and propulsive. 
This could be the sound of the city turned inside out, ruminating on its troubled 
history and ever morphing present. There are pensive and celebratory streaks 
crisscrossing the album, not to mention a vulnerability that is in keeping with 
the spontaneous ethos of Mushroom Hour Half Hour. The results, shaped in 
the Pan African milieu that is Johannesburg, is a freewheeling representation of 
continental astral travel.

SPAZA | s/t
Conceived in the Mushroom Hour Half Hour lab, SPAZA is a band 
with no permanent personnel, with each line-up assembled 
for the express purpose of recording completely improvised or 
workshopped material. For this, the initial salvo, SPAZA was put 
together from a group of musicians with individual and collective 
links to Johannesburg’s jazz, afro funk and experimental electro 
scenes.
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The trombone, violin, and electronically warped vocals resemble futuristic R&B one 
moment, Sun Ra at his most spacebound the next” Best Experimental Albums of 2019 
on Pitchfork

“A remarkable South African album launches today” Gwen Ansell

“SPAZA sounds equal parts incantation and cosmic message, with shades of Arthur Russell 
in its rolling congas and staccato strings” The Quietus

“A spellbinding mix of spiritual jazz and New Age that pays homage to black South African 
culture” Album of the day on Bandcamp

“Their cyclical patterns may call to mind the steady tread of an evening walk in the woods, 
the comforts of nature and the danger of darkness closing in around you” New York 
Times

Exclusive stream of the SPAZA album on The Wire

“SPAZA defied all categorization and fearlessly explored a rarefied new space” The Best 
Albums of 2019 on Bandcamp

“Magical and spiritual but never oppressive, Spaza’s debut captures the spirit of a 
ceremony at the crossroads of the everyday and the mystical” Bass Magazine

“A beguiling, expansive album, that explores metaphysical discussions, whilst somehow 
leaving fingerprints and humanity over everything, SPAZA is a rewarding, refreshing 
sequence that deserves attention” Popbollocks

SPAZA sounds equal parts incantation and cosmic 
message, with shades of Arthur Russell in its rolling 

congas and staccato strings

AUDIO

MUSIC VIDEOS

SPAZA SPAZA

Live performance of “Ice Squinchies (Waiting for You)” by SPAZA  - WATCH HERE

https://pitchfork.com/features/lists-and-guides/best-experimental-albums-2019/
https://pitchfork.com/features/lists-and-guides/best-experimental-albums-2019/
https://sisgwenjazz.wordpress.com/2019/06/21/spaza-freedom-off-the-shelf/
https://thequietus.com/articles/26566-music-of-the-month-may-2019-hey-colossus-caterina-barbieri-slowthai-holly-herndon-helm-loft-sote-richard-skelton-carly-rae-jepsen-richard-worby
https://daily.bandcamp.com/album-of-the-day/spaza-spaza-review
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/21/arts/music/playlist-drake-miley-cyrus-blueface.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/21/arts/music/playlist-drake-miley-cyrus-blueface.html
https://www.thewire.co.uk/audio/tracks/south-african-improvised-jazz-group-spaza-share-their-new-album
https://daily.bandcamp.com/best-of-2019/the-best-albums-of-2019-60-41
https://daily.bandcamp.com/best-of-2019/the-best-albums-of-2019-60-41
https://bassmagazine.com/artists/issue-two-spins-streams-downloads
https://www.popbollocks.com/spaza-spaza-album-review/?fbclid=IwAR2Fetw0nFPjhxUytzoCHlUUjX4o4IIrvsXAUp-fi6D7RQEiqAVeOsuOqQU
https://music.apple.com/za/album/spaza/1458671371
https://open.spotify.com/album/0NSsnHyPyCq8FTp8FhvbsI?si=or4vK5SPSb6YSOSxV_p8Ow
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VZPIV6KG1Cg
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